
School of Public Services

Are you ready to start your new course? Click on the link to find out more about the course 

you will be studying in the School of Public Services Video

Week 2

Hope you enjoyed last week's session, hopefully this gave you a closer look at what you will 

be doing within some of your outdoor units next year. If you want to get ahead of the game, 
why not get yourself a compass and Ordnance survey map of your local area and get out on 

some walks with family or friends? 

Level 3 - Crime Scene Investigation

Do you enjoy watching TV programmes such as CSI New York or Silent Witness, this will be 

the unit for you!! Spend some me to use the links and complete the task to get a general 

idea of the skill and knowledge you will be exploring this year. 

Click on the link below and make a copy by simply clicking ‘file’ and ‘make a copy’. You all 

now have a college login by using your students number (B123456) and your date of birth as 
the password using  the date, month and year.  (01022020) 

Compe on Time

Once you have completed it, take a picture of some evidence in the house or outside. This 
could be a fingerprint on a window, a footprint in the mud, we will give a prize for the 

best image by tagging us @lcc_publicservices on instagram. Good Luck!!! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHi9-RCdcP4
https://docs.google.com/document/u/2/d/1wwva-kIJ9SDmb2tVLLuKaMiF5C0t5Fd01XXsjuq6mbI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/u/2/d/1bIKllnKrv8Jc8QF0xNkIleCpBD0P5-ei_JneL7dhW3s/edit


Level 1 & 2   Exploring Equality and Diversity for the Uniformed Services  

Do you want to work within a diverse community and support people from all walks of life? 
To be able to do this you need to understand what the uniformed services are doing to 
reduce discrimination and improve the experience for people from different backgrounds. 

Compe on Time

Complete the task and identify an image of a quote that you think would help people

understand the current situation. Tag us @lcc_publicservices on instagram for the

chance to week a weekly prize. 


